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Scan - Filing - Sharing

Hanibaal information system ltd
Doc-IL Vs Competitor

Properties

Enterprise document management

Competitive price
Prices for 5 users simultaneously for 5 years per month : 6,200 / 5 / 12 / 5 = $20.66 per user per month

Prices for 100 users simultaneously for 5 years per month : 88,000 / 5 / 12 / 100= $14.66 per user per month

Digital Signature

Web operation

Scanners

Barcodes

Add-ins

OCR

Signed using a digital signature with a approved certi�cate without the need for separate software

Easy signing from all workstations include cost saving

Gathering information from various sources

Sharing knowledge with all employees according to permissions

Ability to display documents from the web network

Ability to use Departmental scanners of any kind

Ability to use workstations scanners of any kind

Ability to display documents from the mobile devices

Ability to recognize  1-d, 2-d barcodes types and adding them to the keywords for searching and locating

Ability to use 1-d barcodes types to automatically separate between documents while scanning

Adding add-ins to Word, Excel, PPT and Outlook software for fast �ling of of�ce documents and messages

Adding context menu add-ins for �ling any �le from any path just with mouse right-click from explorere form

Ability of using ABBYY �ne reader as server for OCRing all scanned documents automaticly

Ability to recognize contents of pages from scanned documents manually using Tesseract OCR

Active directory
Full compatibility with Active directory and also the ability to view documents subject to permissions
such as group membership or certain users
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Directorys Tree

Folders
The application capable of �ling entire folder automatically, by pointing on the folder

This mainly helps �ling old folders and documents quickly

Expiry date

Send Mail

Internal viewer

Preview display

Assignments

Status

Setting up an expiry date for a document, for policies, execution plan, and payment documents, etc.

Allowing searching documents by that “action’s” date

The application builds the directory path according to document properties

The tree base is: Base directory / Main entity / Document type / Document name.extention

Ability to send documents by mail, one or a group by using “selecting form”

Displaying documents in the internal viewer allow making changes to the document according to permissions

Ability to add pages, arrange the order, delete pages, and much more

Sending the document internally, send only the “full �le address”

View each document in internal small preview while scrolling in the search result

The preview will display: graphics �le, PDF, of�ce �les, Outlook messages

Adding assignment to “�les” / “document” to one or more users, points the users to take necessary actions

Documents assignments are displayed in the "view document by query" form, by linkage to the logged in user 

Ability of putting any document or "�le" in a variety of numbers of "active" statuses
Allowing searching the documents by statuses position regardless of the �les they are �led in

Scan - Filing - Sharing

Data base
The application uses an SQL Express database or license of any kind, open and unencrypted
The administrator can make any query for any purpose


